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Please help me publish my book, (and copy it freely.)

The People's 7 Concepts Constitution based on Love

&amp; Altruism (2nd Edition) by Rick Loll:

The 1st Edition of this book is available at the following web sites:

Kindle e-Book $1: Amazon.com/dp/B009S9MD90

Paperback $10:

Createspace.com/4029231

and also $10:

Amazon.com/dp/1480123676

Facebook: www.facebook.com/7ConceptsConstitution

Blog: https://7cconstitution.blogspot.com/

Full Constitution: http://bit.ly/7CConstitutionFull

Donate: www.gofundme.com/7CConstitution

Twitter: @7CConstitution

The Video describing Concept 1 is on the following links:

(Clean 10 min) https://youtu.be/R_fXuDjOHOM

(Short 10 min) https://youtu.be/ja-uWUpZCa0

(Long 30 min) https://youtu.be/VeSG2ES55kk

(Short 10 min) https://vimeo.com/161039822



(Chapter 1 is free to distribute to the public domain)

Let The People Of Earth Have Their Say,

Let Everyone Be A Leader Everyday,

The People's 7C Council Is Our Way,

Because We Are All Great In Every Way.

What if you could be a better beautiful person inside YOU.

What if you could understand that it's not about what others think of you,

but if something inside you could free your whole being into another

world, another state of mind, another force of free will, and being

spiritually free beyond all present understanding.

You will know that inside yourself an increase in confidence so high, fear

will completely disappear.

And then a miracle happens...

The Universe.

In this new constitution, we behold it clear, that this new confidence will

be self-evident, and a new understanding that ALL are free of the tyranny

of anything you can imagine.

(Many people erroneously believe money is the only way to get things.

They believe in the hamster wheel of success, when it's really a prison.)



You can have it all without these imaginary limitations.



CHAPTER 1

THE SEVEN CONCEPTS CONSTITUTION

The Seven Concepts Constitution is what is best described as an

altruistic supportive council, designed to promote individual freedom and

eliminate oppression. All people with ideas beneficial to the community

will be heard, while the council and the people help to make it workable

and harmonious to everyone, within compliance of The 7 Concepts. The

people then decide by volunteer voting. No volunteers is the only down

vote. Checks and balances are built in. Nobody loses.

The 7C Constitution is a pantisocracy, a plebiscite, or a flat democracy

with no hierarchical government structure controlling it whatsoever. All

the people within the system are given complete responsibility to handle

all the necessary functions of society. The people simply voluntarily

distribute themselves into groups of jobs which they specialize in. The new

constitution or philosophy is for developing an altruistic, moneyless

society. Unlike other constitutions, this philosophy has been carefully

design to operate as a whole. No parts can be taken out, since it may have

devastating consequences on other parts, rendering it to failure. The

structure and concepts are designed to act in harmony with one another,

like a machine. Remove anything, and many other things won't work well,

or not at all. The 7 Concepts function as a textual computer with endless

possibilities of thought within it's matrices.

After each heading, The Six Heart Virtues of the Wingmakers is

enclosed in the parentheses. Reality creation, or “Law of Attraction,”

keys are enclosed within the brackets. Enclosed in the ellipsis is how to

be a loving god within yourself. The italics enclosed in parentheses are

rewards for those Ass-Holes who gave the same to everyone.

If you are somebody who likes most of the ideas in this constitution,

and are thinking the people in power won't let us do it, just remember,

“Nobody owns you.” So do this with like minded people.



Preamble

In order to provide the freest, most efficient, harmonious, and nonpolluting moneyless/restrictionless society, unifying everyone into oneness

and equality. It will be a Joint Entrepreneurial Partnership in which

everybody is an equal entrepreneur, and everyone works alone or with



each other in groups doing projects or jobs in which they specialize in, and

to promote a positive well-being in the rest of the universe. And, to carry

out the plan of the Prime Source/Creator, which we are all a part of. This

could also be anything virtuous, whatever your goals are.

The Purpose

The main purpose is for learning, in all your lives, in all dimensions, in

absolute freedom and harmony, so all can achieve Godhood, Sovereign

Integral (individual and united), self-expression of your infinite self, or

harmonious creational unity. Another purpose is to keep individuals or

groups from controlling anyone, abridging anyone's freedom, or

prohibiting anyone's free will, and unifying everyone into oneness and

equality. The Seven Concepts is a voluntary common law system.,

ennobling 7C citizens with enforceable diplomatic immunity against all

oppressors, and violators of human rights, superseding the entire universe.



THE SEVEN CONCEPTS

THE ABSOLUTE UNIVERSAL RIGHTS

The 7 Concepts Constitution supersedes all international, federal,

and local laws and rights. The details outlined in this system are intended

to be used as a basic social structure of society and all life. If you apply

this system to other levels and disciplines of knowledge and philosophy,

the same basic system of concepts can still hold true in the advancement or

realization in that knowledge or philosophy. As each step is completed,

the next step is far easier to achieve. The 7th step can be turned into the

1st step, making it, easier to achieve, continuing for however long you

like.

1) Right to All Expressionism; Prohibition of Suppression or

Oppression (Courage, to try something new) [Imagine your reality;

Once a thought is created, it must be carried through, because every

thought is an object of reality.]{To be a loving god is to give free-will.}

(To keep freedom from another is the ultimate sin, and make sure you

let restricting power mongers know they are being ASS-HOLES. Their

reward will be eternal nothingness.)

1. Every living being, thing, or object has the right to Absolutely Free

and Unrestricted expression of, and Unrestricted access to the following:

Existence/ free will/ thoughts/ opinions/ speech/ expressions/

blaspheme/ obscenity/ profanity/ humor/ criticism/ peaceful, then riotous

assembly, and to occupy/ association/ literature/ press/ writing/ pictorials/

video/ record/ holograph/ pornography/ information/ conspiracy exposure/

witness/ morals/ lifestyle/ display/ sounds/ dance/ visage/ taboos/ tattoos/



hair style/ voting/ petitioning/ philosophy/ instincts/ addictions/ career/

teaching/ celebration/ games/ nonviolent sports/ hobbies/ recreating/

swimming(bathing)/ restrooms/ fountains/ hospitals/ access and use to all

public services, facilities, utilities, buildings, places, dwellings, devices,

vehicles, supplies, workplaces, and all unmentioned needs/ common law

marriage/ divorce/ polygamy/ polyamory/ group homes/ illegitimacy/

miscarriage/ erotica/ adultery/ transgender/ sexual (gender) behavior,

masturbation, relations, services, games, exposure, nudity, look, clothing,

identity, hormones &amp; drugs (including libido, pleasure and psychedelics),

modification, fetish, novelties, machines or orgasm/ consensual forced

femininity/ genetic or body modifications/ spiritual gender, race, identity

or practice/ non-public prayer and worship/ dimensional/ temporal/

consciousness/ hallucinogens/ meditation/ mysticism/ psychics/ esoteric

science/ psychomanteum viewing/ seclusion/ encasement(zentai) fetish/

sensory deprivation/ virtual, artificial or quantum realities/ telepathy/ spirit

mediums/ psychometry/ telekinesis/ levitation/ flying/ teleportation/

projection/ healing/ hypnosis/ hypnotic regression or progression/

reincarnation/

astrology/

numerology/

witchcraft/

benevolent

fascination(mass hypnosis)/ insanity/ enforceable right to say “No” to

another's will or authority/ or any idea in every way, shape or form

imaginable.

All above interactions and combinations to be parametrically conjoined

with the following:

Regardless of age, race, creed, sex, or any difference imaginable;

regardless of time, place, or any context imaginable; provided any other

living being's rights or free will is NOT violated, coerced or prohibited;

without retribution, condemnation, defamation, consequences, or

discrimination, by any individual, group or organization, public or private,

regardless of organization, affiliation or deeds; while permitting

unrestricted free/fair-use or reuse. Everything must be respected in all

these manners, regardless of whether anyone knows why they exist.

2) Altruism, Right to All Necessities to Life Guaranteed Without

Restrictions (Appreciation) [Embellish your reality with details.] {To

be a loving god is to give freely of yourself without expecting anything

in return.}

(To hoard needs to life from others is the ultimate sin, and make sure

you let the gluttonous greedy slobs know they are being ASS-HOLES.

Their reward will be eternal destitution and starvation.)

2. Absolutely all personal and public needs used for survival and living

a luxurious life must be provided for and absolutely free, and guaranteed



without restrictions. Provisions for maintaining happiness through selfmaintenance, self-perpetuation, and self-gratification, are required. The

following items are enforced and guaranteed:

2a) Unrestricted Love. A World Holiday every Sunday.

2b) Materials, resources and production to provide a high quality of

life.(If we had all our resources and needs for free,we wouldn't complain

about doing things for others while not getting anything in return.)

2c) Unrestricted Virtuous Creation.

2d) Unrestricted and Free Transportation, Infrastructure and Parking.

2e) Unrestricted Non-central Free Energy Systems, and infrastructure.

2f) Unrestricted and Free, Food, Water (without fluoride and other

drugs), Air, Light, Heating, Cooling Fridge, Cooking, Toilet, Bathing,

Clothing, Bedding, and Personal Needs.

2g) Harmoniousness with the Cosmos or Prime Source. (No Pollution,

Loudness, or Disturbing Peace)

2h) Unrestricted and Free (no tax) Personal, Habitable, Private, and

Secure Dwelling, House, or Shelter, and Free (no tax) Land Property

Ownership.

2i) Unrestricted, Absolute, Totally Free, and without Limitations;

Information, Internet, WiFi, Communication, and Education (like Finland)

(with free chauffeured limousines, gourmet meals [made and served like in

the White House or buffet] and every supplies); and their distribution,

infrastructure and Preservation.

2j) Unrestricted Art, Music, Recreation, Pleasure, Drugs, Mindfulness,

and Sleep; Including amusement parks, party/night clubs, race tracks,

fashion/drag shows, concert halls, museums, galleries, summertime

festivals, Lollappaloosas, brothels, kinky trans/sex clinics/services, orgies,

paranormal/meditation, spas, etc.; participation is mandatory for joy. Also

to have emphasis on extremeness, unity and opposites (fish out of water)

of gender, physicality, identity, or any difference, for each indulgence, to

learn growth, empathy, creativity, and discovery with us all.

2k) Unrestricted Social Contact and Affection, regardless of manner,

especially between the same gender, or child &amp; adults, or human &amp; animal.

The creation of frequent affection parties, to break everyone of the fear of

being close to each other.

2l) Compelled, but Uncoerced and Safe Humane Labor or Production.

Containing 10-20 hours per week, with 8 weeks per year paid leave, and

humane child labor. (Someone who works without making money is not

lazy, they're practicing the Gift Based Economy. People aren't measured

by time or money they make.)

2m) Unrestricted and Free, Health/Medical Care, Dental, Vision,



Hearing, Sexual, etc.; Therapies, Genomics, Drugs, Devices, Holistics,

Psychic Healing, Somnambulistic Healing, Spa, and Extreme Novelties;

nor restrictions from loved ones.

2n) Unrestricted and ready access, Procreation, Birth control/Abortion

by choice, embryo &amp; Pre/postnatal care, Childcare, Parental/ Family/

Caregiver leave (with indefinite unlimited benefits), Adoption, Sexual care,

and Marriage; regardless of consanguinity, gender, or any characteristics;

without retribution, condemnation or discrimination.

2o) Harmonious Industrial Development, Computers, and Devices.

2p) Internal Peace Preservation, or Prevention of Personal Violence and

Social Disorder; regardless of relationship.

2q) Individual or Group Competition. (No Monopolistic Behavior!)

Any time the essentials of life functions provided by a company becomes a

monopoly, (like internet providers), they will become dismembered into

public ownership. Common functions will be commonly used without

monopoly.

2r) Unrestricted Virtuous, Science, Philosophy &amp; Spiritual

Development.

2s) Security through preparedness, Emergency Services, or Defense.

2t) Free care and provisions for the elderly, infirmed, transgendered,

and physical/mental/spiritual oddities and norms; self-determined end-oflife care, embryo care, and self-termination.

2u) Unrestricted, Free, Neutral, and Uncensored Communications.

2v) Unrestricted and Free, Postal, Parcel and Freight Delivery.

2w) Nonpolluting and closed loop Waste, Water, Sewage, Garbage,

Energy, Salvage and Recycling Systems.

2x) Regulated and Safe food (certified and labeled as non-GMO), and

consumer products, except for novelties.

2y) All legacy status and unions (civil and labor), from prior systems

are fully recognized.

2z) All new building construction must be green, renewable, solar, etc.

2aa) Voting day or period will be a local, geographical, or world

holiday, with mandatory participation for all people.

2ab) Drug addicts must get free drugs, rehabilitation, and jobs. All

illegal drugs will be legalized, regulated, and free with prescription. (Like

Portugal) (This is proven to eliminate 99% of burglaries and thefts.)

2ac) Rapists must get free pornography, sexual aids and rehabilitation.

(This is proven to prevent rape through satiation, then boredom. No Joke!)

2ad) All proven lethal/harmful weaponry, programs, replicas, and

media presentations, will be destroyed worldwide with no retribution. All

beings have a right to avoid being killed, being necessary for life. (We



have a right to control irresponsible gun owners, that could affect us

coming through our walls, and from lead and uranium poisoning.) (Gun

buyback programs have some success in eliminating many.)

2ae) All armies and navies will be made of pacifists only; doctors,

nurses, engineers, construction, farmers, rescue, aid, etc. used to create

things and heal others for the mercy of all, without harm.

2af) The news-media is only publicly owned, accessed and controlled,

in a non-biased fashion, without vested interests.

2ag) Whistleblowers and Information Leakers, will be highly praised

and rewarded, without retribution.

2ah) Unimpeded and uncensored access to all extraterrestrial

information, communication, equipment, technology, relations, artifacts,

philosophy, etc. on any planet or area of space.

2ai) Unrestricted development of psychic abilities for everyone.

2aj) Right to achieve super-sensible consciousness, using the Rose

Cross Meditation, described in Rudolf Steiners' 'An Outline of Esoteric

Science'. (This is how you get to the Prime Source without religion. If you

claim to be so spiritual, then prove this doesn't make you into a Christ-like

being.)

2ak) Unrestricted travel into space, and onto celestial bodies.

2al) Unrestricted access and use to Space-Time or dimensional travel

machines (such as Quantum Reality with Delta T-Antenna) and abilities

(such as merkabah formation), with unlimited travel after August 12, 2023.

2am) All jobs must be enjoyable. If they are not, you must quit.

2an) Anyone found crying in sorrow, gets stuck in hospital, birthing, or

birthdays, gets a happy party in their honor.

2ao) All food product processing, fishing, mining and industrial

production, must be safe from harming all sentient beings or animals.

2ap) All animal facilities must have absolute transparency to the public.

All facilities abusing or killing animals will be terminated.

2aq) All meat and dairy products eliminated from diets to prolong life

by 40%, decrease most health problems, and eliminate the majority of

fresh water consumption. (These are all proven facts.)

2ar) All proven lethal/harmful pharmaceutical drugs/chemicals will be

abandoned. The pharmaceutical drug philosophy will be replaced with

homeopathic, herbal, psychic, hypnotic, alternative, etc., health care.

2as) In order to have the safest and highest quality job done, the best

person for the job will be chosen to achieve it, and not based on gender,

size, age, creed, mentality, disability, etc.(to prevent the space accidents.)

2at) Any activity, job, career, or occupation, that causes distress or

unhappiness upon others or themselves, is prohibited.



2au) Free funeral services, ceremonies and memorials.

2av) Sustainable communal gardens, farms and greenhouses for food

and material production free for everyone.

2aw) All essential manufacturing, goods and services, to be local.

2ax) Free and Unrestricted access to hormones, clothing, devices, aids,

therapy, training, personal facilities and complete full body sexual

treatment/surgery of transgendered or sex anomalous people, regardless of

age or mentality, without restrictions, retribution or discrimination, and be

openly practiced. All gatekeepers are abolished.

2ay) Unrestricted Privacy, and freedom from judgment of personal

lifestyles, mannerisms, or any other differences.

2az) All groups with so-called “terrorist intentions” will get their

message heard and get all their needs met, provided it does not violate the

7 Concepts. (Suppression of terrorists makes them act out more, because

needs are not met, thus the worst solution is to fight them. Have mercy and

Love them instead.)

2ba) Unrestricted public lavatories (toilets, restrooms, bathrooms).

2bb) Fix the problem, not the blame. (There are a lot of stupid people

that mess everything up, even after the problem is fixed.)

2bc) Be grateful you received free gifts and mercy, and don't complain

and punish those who give freely.

2bd) Those in the vast underground cities all over the world, will house

and provide for all the homeless and destitute, and their reward will be a

reprieve from their own self-destruction. (You will be saved.)

2be) Worldwide Grievance Holiday, the 1st of every month, for

everyone to publicly tell the problems of society. The 2nd we will figure out

how we can improve, fix or change them. The 3 rd, we will share the

solutions with the world.

(This section is for systems involving money, and should be avoided

and prohibited. The original system is intended to evolve away from

restriction systems, such as in 3a. The whole point of eliminating money

was to stop crimes and all the problems of society.)

2ma) All forms of currency, restriction systems, or methods, that are

used to coerce, restrict, punish, take advantage of others, dependency, or

restrict any of The 7 Concepts, are to be abolished, as in 3a.

2mb) All currencies are to be considered imaginary, used only in game

like experiences, and have no connections with dependency on life. Money

will only be used as a component in games that provide enjoyment.

2mc) BitCoin may be used as the official 7C Currency, using an origin

traceable personalized digital signature, identifying original owner and



destination. Other currencies may be used for trade with other systems.

2md) Benefits, (pay) or needs equality for all various characteristics

imaginable, including all levels, business, government, race, gender, age,

occupation, infirmity, stature, status, mentality, or any difference

imaginable, is mandatory, planet-wide, continued after money is abolished.

(Or, ABSOLUTE EQUAL PAY FOR ALL, WORLDWIDE. Not giving

everyone equal pay nor equal access to needs to life, is SLAVERY.)

2me) All businesses with employees must be non-profit, or all excess

profits go to the Communal Fund for everyone planet-wide to be paid

equally.

2mf) All taxation is abolished, while all of government is socialized.

2mg) Revenue (from Communal Funds) for administration will be

divided based on the people's proportionate approval/disapproval vote of

all programs. The remaining goes evenly back to the people as dividend.

2mh) All banking services will reside within the post offices.

2mi) Preservation of Social Security, disability, pension, welfare, and

support payment programs, until 7C economic stability is achieved.

2mj) Copyrights, patents, talent, artistic rights are gained for free. Only

individual people get royalties/residuals tax-free. And, all free energy,

perpetual, and unorthodox devices cannot be refused a patent. Royalties

can only be gained by the creator's original works and not it's descendant's.

(If you take a block of wood to create something else of it, does the

originator of the block get to claim rights to every mod of that block? No!)

2mk) Anyone donating to those publicized doing 4c, intolerance or

lethality, will generously donate their entire net worth to the Community

Fund. (Like Daryl Wilson,George Zimmerman, Memories Pizza, etc., all of

which got handsomely rewarded for doing heinous acts, which instigates

more people to do these heinous acts.)

2ml) The wealthiest people will generously donate their entire net

worth to the community fund upon their natural transition (death).

2mm) Every homestead house or condo will be given for free. Limit(1).

2mn) Supplemental Security Income given to those being discriminated

from employment: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual, queer, disabled,

felons, homeless, destitute, non-whites, women, etc.

2mo) Everyone gets a minimum wage of 3x the average cost of living.

(Even though there is no actual “cost of living” within the 7C System.)

2mp) No discrimination or preference, of any financial systems based

on gender, race, disability, income, sexual orientation, history, association,

or any other difference imaginable.

2mq) No charges or penalties for currency conversion or banking.
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